
Home learning planning framework
This is the plan for a learning sequence, and won’t take place within a single session.
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Psychology

Approach

Activate

Explain
Explicitly teaching strategies to pupils and helping them decide 

when to use them.

Practise
Pupils practising strategies and skills repeatedly, to develop 

independence.

Reflect
Pupils reflecting on what they have learnt after they have 

completed a piece of work.

Prompting students to think about what they have learnt 

previously, that will help them with their next step

Year group:

Subject:

What is it?



Review Revisiting previous learning after a gap



Topic: Social Influence 

Area: Exam

Students to listen to teacher led talk.  These will include explanations of social influence and 

evaluations of them.

Learning Content:

Week 1 (04.01.21) Social Influence Research and Background

Week 2 (11.01.21) Bystander Effect 

Week 3 (18.01.21) Piliavin et al Study

Week 4 (25.01.21) Obedience (Situational and Personal Factors)

Week 5 (01.02.21) Preventing Blind Obedience

Week 6 (08.02.21) Conformity (Siutational and Personal Factors)

Online- use the PowerPoint and additional resources to read about the different methods used in 

psychological research and the strengths and weaknesses of each method. 

Offline- teacher led talk and discussion in class about the different methods used in psychological 

research and the strengths and weaknesses of each method. 

Students to answer exam style questions using differentiated prompts (differentiated by target grade). 

Students can identify research methods and evaluate examples of studies which use these methods.

Online - students to mark own answers using those provided on PowerPoint or email to teacher.

Offline - Self-assessment and teacher feedback

Students to complete short tasks and quizzes to reflect on what they have learnt. Students will self-

assess exam questions and reflect on what went well and how they could improve (teachers will 

disccuss the answers and common misconceptions). Students will also complete 12 mark questions 

which appear in the research methods section of the exam. 

Online - students to mark own answers using those provided on PowerPoint or email to teacher.

Offline - Self-assessment and teacher feedback

Students to complete 'starter' activities to recap previous learning. Recaping key words relating to 

social influence in psychology.

Online- answer the questions on paper/whiteboard and then move onto next slide to check answers

Offline- question and answer on whiteboards, disucss as a class. 

Examples (online / offline)—support students to:



Students will have the opportunity to view PowerPoints again on Teams to fill in gaps in learning or 

recap key points. Students will create key word glossaries and summary sheets for different methods 

to be used for later revision. 


